
RECYCLED
PET BOTTLES

MADE FROM

Eco Multi SCALE
Sustainability for the environment 
and your budget. Durable comfort 
thanks to recycled materials  
and high-quality manufacturing.

 12 –14.1" Art. D31430 
 14 –15.6" Art. D31431 
 15 –17.3" Art. D31432

Eco Top Traveller SCALE
Functional toploader for environ- 
mentally conscious professionals. 
Designed for daily use.

 12 –14.1" Art. D31427 
 14 –15.6" Art. D31428 
 15 –17.3" Art. D31440

Eco Multi Roller SCALE
Sustainable mobility for business 
trips as well as short breaks. 

 14 –15.6" Art. D31441

 13 –15.6" Art. D31733 grey 
 13 –15.6" Art. D31734 red 
 13 –15.6" Art. D31735 blue 
 13 –15.6" Art. D31429 black
 15 –17.3" Art. D31696 black

Eco Multi Plus SCALE
Excellent protection for your devices 
as the Eco Multi SCALE with an  
additional zippered compartment  
on the back of the backpack.

 14 –15.6" Art. D31439

Discover the newest Eco series.Protect your world www.dicota.com

ECO-FRIENDLY

*Depending on bag size.

*10 x PET

10 x PET

14 x PET*12 x PET

13 x PET *

16 x PET

ECO SELECTION
PET recycling process

Drinking bottles are sorted, washed and cut into PET flakes.

These flakes are heated to eliminate remaining impurities,  

then melted and pressed into dense pellets.

This raw material is further processed into Polyester fibre  

and later spun into yarn.

The yarn can be processed into various types of high-quality  

fabric – the ecologically sound basis for durable and stylish  

DICOTA bags.

Fabric

PET
 Yarn

Bag

Flakes

The primary material used for the SCALE series is made of recycled PET. This  
one reduces the burden on the environment without compromising on quality, 
look, and feel. Each product gives a new life up to 14 PET bottles.

In the past 8 years, DICOTA has produced over  
380,000 carrying solutions out of recycled PET.  
Currently, about 40 % of the DICOTA core product 
range is made of recycled material. And this is 
just the beginning.

While doing so we have been able to purposefully reuse over 3.2 million 
PET bottles (0.5l). Step by step we are replacing the main material for  
all our textile products with recycled alternatives, aiming for a 100 % eco-
friendly assortment in the future.

Plastic pollution is a global problem that affects both the environment  
as well as our health. Worldwide around 1 million PET bottles are sold 
every minute and only about 20 % of global plastic waste is recycled. 
Consistent recycling helps to conserve resources and prevents plastics from 
ending up in landfills or in the water cycle, where they need around  
450 years to biodegrade.

As a leading brand for premium bag solutions, we are consciously aware  
of our social and ecological responsibility. Our product innovations  
made from regenerated plastic bottles are not only reliable and costeffec- 
tive, but at the same time they are friendly to the environment.

Eco Backpack SCALE
A sustainable lightweight that  
can hold 23 litres. Kind to  
the environment and your budget.

The DICOTA products are your reliable companions, boasting high-quality 
recycled materials, the best protection and clever functionality.

The number in the PET icon indicates how many bottles 
have been recycled in the production of the bag.

Protection icon indicates types of protective padding  
for devices, locking features, rain protection, and water 
repellent zip.

Functionality icon indicates systems and technologies, 
such as anti slip, fitall and EVA frame protection,  
as well as general product features such as the storage 
space and facilities.

SCALE



Eco Top Traveller  
SELECT
Versatile top loader made from 
sustainably produced materials. 
High-quality workmanship  
and all-round protection for  
daily use.

 12 –14.1" Art. D31643 
 14 –15.6" Art. D31644

Eco Accessories Tray 
Pouch SELECT
Perfect for keys, phone, cables, 
coins, pens and other small objects 
that you need at hand and are 
always lost in the big suitcases.

Ø x 180 x 110 mm Art. D31690

Eco Backpack SELECT
This sustainable backpack has  
an integrated rain cover as  
well as many features and plenty  
of storage space.

 13 –15.6" Art. D31636 
 15 –17.3" Art. D31637

Eco Top Traveller Twin 
SELECT
Expand the main compartment  
if you need more space.  
Durable wearing comfort with 
recycled materials and  
high-quality manufacturing.

 14 –15.6" Art. D31646

Eco Slim Case SELECT
Perfect for transporting your tablet 
and notebook. Durable wearing 
comfort with recycled materials and 
high-quality manufacturing.

 12 –14.1" Art. D31642

Eco Top Traveller Dual  
SELECT
The 2-in-1 solution produced sustain- 
ably. Within seconds, it can  
transform from a practical backpack  
to an elegant shoulder bag.

 14 –15.6" Art. D31645

Eco Travel Accessories 
Pouch SELECT
Keep your travel gear neat and 
organized.

300 x 220 x 60 mm Art. D31689 
400 x 310 x 90 mm Art. D31688

Eco Multi Roller SELECT
The trolley with quiet, interchange-
able wheels offers unlimited  
mobility and is the ideal companion 
for short business or leisure travel.

 14 –17.3" Art. D31635

Eco Multi SELECT
High functionality and perfect  
protection. Durable wearing  
comfort with recycled materials  
and high-quality manufacturing.

 14 –15.6" Art. D31638 
 15 –17.3" Art. D31639

Eco Multi Plus SELECT
The lockable, main compartment 
keeps your notebook protected. 
Comfortable and easy to carry.

 14 –15.6" Art. D31640

Eco Multi Twin SELECT
Additional compartment for pro- 
jectors, printers or folders. Durable 
wearing comfort with recycled  
materials.

 14 –15.6" Art. D31641

Eco Backpack
Lightweight, removable notebook 
bag with integrated rain protection: 
three reasons in favour of the  
Eco backpack.

 14 –15.6" Art. D30675

TAILOR-MADE

Individual solutions
Every company is unique. This also applies to the expectations and needs  
of employees for carrying solutions. At DICOTA you will find the perfect  
bag, ideally suited to the various work situations and instruments. From the 
notebook case from the standard range branded with your logo to a  
tailor-made solution. Individually and within the framework of your corporate 
design.

Are you working on larger projects and looking for the optimum protection 
solution within the given budget? The DICOTA specialists will be happy  
to support you: tailor-made@dicota.com

Your DICOTA partner

SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY

Using resources with consideration
DICOTA feels deeply committed to the environment and also breathes life 
into this commitment during the materials selection process.

As a leading brand for premium bag solutions, we are consciously aware  
of our social and ecological responsibility and actively shape the future. 
We build fair partnerships with customers, suppliers and employees and  
are committed to finding innovative ways to conserve resources.

Learn more: www.dicota.com/en/csr

Supporting the Labdoo humanitarian project
Labdoo operates globally and provides schools, homes, educational insti- 
tutions or integration projects with used, professionally prepared notebooks. 
By now has supported over 1,100 schools in more than 120 countries.

Drop off the notebooks which you no longer need at our company premises 
in Owen and Pfäffikon and we will donate them to the aid organization 
with an additional 25 Euros per piece donated.

Learn more: www.labdoo.org

Trade with purpose
As a member of amfori, the leading global business association for open 
and sustainable trade. 

DICOTA is deeply committed to improving working conditions in global  
supply chains. One of the core principles is the protection of the  
environment. DICOTA uses resources with consideration and builds on  
recycled material for its eco range.

Learn more: www.amfori.org

6 x PET

5 x PET 9 x PET

8 x PET 12 x PET

10 x PET 16 x PET

*10 x PET *5 x PET

*8 x PET *8 x PET 2 x PET

YOUR LOGO

SELECT


